We discuss a specific form of evolution equations defined by lattice operators. We give exact solutions for a class of those equations and evaluate the complexity of the solutions. Moreover we discuss the relationship between them and binary cellular automata, and analyze their asymptotic behavior utilizing the explicit expression of the solution.
Introduction
Lattices are basic algebraic objects that provide a natural way to formalize and study the ordering of objects. They play an important role in various fields such as mathematics, computer science and engineering [1] .
Lattices have binary operations on the elements of (partially) ordered sets called join (∨) and meet (∧). By these operations, we can investigate the structure of ordered sets and manipulate elements of them algebraically. One of well-known examples is the Boolean lattice, which gives a general expression for logic circuits. Physical application of lattice is reported in [2] where it is used to analyze the dynamics of sandpile models.
Meanwhile, various dynamical systems described by differential or difference equations have been studied by many researchers. They are often classified into some different groups by their characteristics; periodic or non-periodic, integrable or nonintegrable, and so on. To judge the integrability of the equations, several entropy-based complexity measures have been proposed and employed [3, 4] , which are relevant to the Lyapunov exponent used in the chaos theory [5] .
In this article, we propose evolution equations defined on lattices, which we call 'L-equation' for short. We give exact general solutions for a class of L-equations, and evaluate the complexity of the solutions. Since L-equations are reduced to a certain class of max-plus equations or binary cellular automata (CA) [6] [7] [8] when we restrict dependent variables to the ordered set (R, ≤) or binary numbers, exact solutions of them apply to max-plus equations and CA. Though numerical or statistical studies about the behavior of solutions have been vastly done for CA, direct evaluation of behavior of solution by means of explicit expressions is quite few. Therefore, our approach provides a novel viewpoint to analysis of complex dynamical systems, that is, analytical mathematics on L-equations.
We note our result is related to ultradiscretization procedure in the field of integrable systems that connects discrete max-plus equations, CA, and continuous differential or difference equations [9] [10] [11] [12] . For example, the Burgers equation,
has the discrete analogue called 'discrete Burgers equation', 
We obtain (1) by the continuum limit of (2) and obtain (3) by the ultradiscrete limit of (2) . Moreover, if we restrict the value set of u to {0, 1} for (3), it is equivalent to the elementary cellular automaton (ECA) of rule number 184 explained in Sect. 2. The solutions to (1), (2) and (3) are also directly connected one another through these procedure. The evolution equation of ECA and its solutions can be expressed by the lattice operators. In this context, the L-equations proposed with exact solutions will be useful in finding wider perspective between continuous and digital systems. The contents of this article are as follows. In Sect. 2, we first introduce the general definition of lattice and define a class where the complexity of their solutions are of polynomial order. Secondly we introduce the definition of elementary cellular automata (ECA) and show the relation between L-equations and ECA. In Sect. 3, we show a list of L-equations of the above class together with their exact solutions. In Sect. 4, we show some examples analyzing the asymptotic behavior of ECA using the exact solutions. In Sect. 5, we give concluding remarks. In Appendix A, we give a list of the L-equations and corresponding ECA which are equivalent to each other under the transformation of variables. In Appendix B, we prove some of the expressions in Sect. 3 are solutions to the evolution equations.
Lattice and elementary cellular automaton

Lattice
A partially ordered set (poset) (L , ≤) is a lattice [1] if the supremum (join) and the infimum (meet) of {a, b} always exist for any a, b ∈ L. Let us define ∨ and ∧ by
We have the following laws for any lattice,
(idempotent laws) (8) Note that we can define ∨ and ∧ by
for the totally ordered set. The poset (L , ≤) is a 'distributive lattice' if it satisfies (one of) the following equivalent distributive laws for any a, b and c ∈ L,
(distributive laws) (10) For example, the totally ordered set (R, ≤) for the real number field R with the usual order ≤ is a distributive lattice since the above distributive laws hold.
Let us consider a 'conjugate' element a for each a ∈ L by the conditions,
Note that conjugate elements can not be defined for a general lattice and the definition is not unique even if they can be. For example, we can define the conjugate element for (R, ≤) by
and also by
where c > 0. For the conjugation, the following laws always hold,
2.2 Evolution equations expressed by lattice operators Let us consider the following form of evolution equations using lattice operators, 
where f (n) is defined recursively by
However this solution contains 3 n terms of u 0 j and it does not give any information on the solution since it is formal. In this article, we show the list of evolution equations with a general solution containing the terms u For example, let us consider the equation
Using the basic laws of lattice shown above, we can obtain a reduced expression of solution,
Equation (18) is of class P 1 since the RHS of (19) contains 2n + 1 (= O(n)) terms which is equal to the infimum of the terms from u
There are equivalent equations through the transformation of variables and coordi-
) through the transformation j → − j. Similarly, the following evolution rules given by f i 's are equivalent each other,
(separation of even and odd sites)
where the symbol ' * ' of arguments denotes f i does not depend on the corresponding argument. Moreover if f 1 and f 2 satisfy the condition
they are equivalent through the transformation u
. Similarly, if f 1 and f 2 satisfy the condition
Elementary cellular automaton
Elementary cellular automaton is a simple evolutional digital system and the evolution rule is given by
where j denotes an integer space site number, n an integer time and u a binary state value (= 0 or 1) [7, 8] . [7, 8] . Let us call the ECA of the decimal rule number r 'ECAr '. There exist 256 rules from ECA0 to ECA255. Let us consider the lattice (R, ≤) and assume that the conjugation operator is given by
If we define the rule f b (a, b, c) using ∨, ∧ and · , they are equivalent to the bitwise operators AND, OR and NOT, respectively, for the binary values as follows:
where a, b ∈ {0, 1}. Therefore every ECA rule can be expressed by the lattice operators. Moreover, if we consider the lattice (R, ≤), (18) becomes
and it gives ECA128 in the binary case. The solution In addition, we show some equations which satisfy (b) but not (a) as an exceptional case. All solutions are derived exactly by arranging and reducing terms included in the formal solution using lattice formulas shown in Sect. 2.1. Two examples of proofs on such solutions are shown in Appendix B. In the list blow, we show the form of f (a, b, c) , the rule number of corresponding ECA and its solution.
Class
3.2 Class P 1
We define new symbols about ∨ and ∧ as 
Asymptotic behavior of ECA
For the solutions of polynomial class, we can easily grasp its asymptotic behavior for n 0 in the binary case. We show it using two examples in Sect. 3. The evolution rule in the case of f (a, b, c) = a ∧ b ∧ c is equivalent to ECA8 in the binary case. We show again the solution,
In the binary case, u ∧ u = 0 since u ∈ {0, 1}. Thus the above solution is simplified as
. Figure 1 shows a typical evolution pattern of ECA8. Thus we obtain 
Concluding remarks
We proposed the equations constructed from lattice operators ∨, ∧ and · of which solutions are expressed by the initial data of polynomial order. Since ECA are em-bedded in these equations as a special case, we can grasp the asymptotic behavior of ECA easily using the solutions.
We proposed 24 equations and their solutions. Rule numbers of corresponding ECA are as follows: 1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 12, 19, 21, 32, 36, 42, 50, 69, 76, 128, 132, 138, 140, 162, 192 The lattice operations in the lattice (R, ≤) can be embedded in the max-plus algebra where max (min) is the addition, + is the production, and − is the subtraction [6] . The max-plus equation
can not be expressed only by the lattice operations and is equivalent to ECA184 in the binary case [11] . However, this equation is transformed into the L-equation of P 1 ,
There exist some max-plus equations which reduce to the L-equation of polynomial class like the above example. It is a future problem to clarify the more general relation between the max-plus and the lattice expressions from the viewpoint of solvability of equation.
We analyzed the L-equations constructed from a simple combination of lattice operations. Though they are simple, we can not confirm the polynomial class of some equations, for example, those defined by the following f (a, b, c) ,
They may not be in a polynomial class. It is another future problem to evaluate the complexity of general solution to the above equations. In addition, there exist many equations defined by the more complicated combination of lattice operations. These propose a vast target to be analyzed.
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Appendix A: Equivalent L-equations and ECA rule numbers
In this appendix, we show in Table 1 the equivalent L-equations of polynomial class in the form,
and its corresponding rule number of ECA. The first column of each row shows equivalent f (a, b, c)'s and the first one is a representative. The second column shows Table 1 Equivalent L-equations and their class 
the class of its general solution. The rule number of corresponding ECA is noted together with f (a, b, c) . Note that classes of some L-equations in the simple form described in Sect. 3 are not yet confirmed. We show them in Table 2 .
Appendix B: Proof of solutions
The solutions described in the Sect. 3 are all derived only by using the formulas in the Sect. 2.1. In this appendix, we show two examples of proofs of solutions. The solutions to the other equations can also be proved by the similar procedure. The first example is about the equation
which corresponds to ECA8. The solution is
It is of class P 1 . For n = 1, it is easy to check w
j+1 from (37) and (38). If we substitute it into the RHS of (37), we obtain 
It is more complicated than that of the first example and is of class P 2 . For n = 1, it is easy to check w 
